The impact of packet losses on broadcast-quality video transmission through an asynchronous network is discussed based on the quality of the video playback. The main requirements for broadcast-quality video transmission are quality, synchronization, and smooth failover. Therefore, video quality is also related to network quality in an asynchronous network.
Introduction
A new video platform using an asynchronous network, which enables broadcast-quality video to be effectively edited and processed, has been examinee. In general, the transmission of broadcast-quality video demands very high video quality. In the transmission of HDTV signals over an ATM network, the cell loss rate must not exceed 1E-92). The transmission of video sources and broadcasting programs between broadcasting stations by a video transmission service requires even higher quality.
Ethernet, ATM, and IP networks have become popular and the prices of services using them have fallen.
It is possible to use these networks for the new video platform. These networks are called asynchronous because they cannot transmit the clock of digital data to be sent, in contrast to TDM (Time Division Multiplexing) synchronous networks. The requirements of broadcast-quality video transmission can be summarized as follows: (1) quality: maintain noise-free video data on a clean time base, even for long-distance and multihop transmission; (2) synchronization: maintain precise multichannel video/audio synchronization throughout a long program; and (3) smooth failover: maintain video/audio data and time base quality in the event of transmission failover.
For these requirements, we have proposed the Unisync video transmission system, developed for multichannel broadcast-quality video transmission over an asynchronous network. Its development aim is to create a broadcast-quality video platform by combining a globally synchronized video reference signal using narrowband synchronous media (e.g., ISDN) and packetized video data over asynchronous networks3)4). We have verified the effectiveness of this system using the Unisync system and an SMPTE-314M video transmitter with the Japan Gigabit Network, and we have proved that synchronization is retained over asynchronous networks5)6).
Video quality is also related to network quality in an asynchronous network. Noise in a digital picture appears as block noise and begins to mask the image and interfere with the viewer's enjoyment of the picture. If transmission errors occur in the network, the data loss appears as block noise in the played-back video, and viewers have to put up with this block noise. When the block noise becomes excessive, the picture essentially disappears. If the programming is compelling, viewers will put up with the block noise and even continue watching very poor pictures. When the noise becomes excessive, the picture will be useless. Noise-free video cannot be maintained for block noises caused in played-back video when video frames that contain network packet losses are played back. One of the most important features of digital signals is their ability to judiciously add redundancies that allow error detection and correction.
An important concept in real-time video data transmission over an asynchronous network is error correction and error concealment. Adding redundant bits to the source information, as in Forward Error Correction (FEC) and Error Correcting Code (ECC), increases the data bandwidth. Adding redundancy, such as by interleaving, lengthens the latency of video play-out. ECC is a code in which a data signal conforms to specific rules of construction so that departures from this construction in the received signal can generally be automatically detected and corrected. FEC is a system of error control for data transmission wherein the receiving device has the capability to detect and correct fewer than a predetermined number or fraction of bits or symbols corrupted by transmission errors. Interleaving is a method of alternating parts of one stream of data with parts of another stream of data in order to store the data more efficiently. The appropriate redundancy factor should be used to ensure a real-time response, minimize latency, and maintain played-back video quality.
It is preferable that the error correction/concealment of the block noises in the played-back video uses a code appropriate to the characteristics of the error caused in the played-back video. So far, appropriate redundancy factors for the data loss patterns that occur in networks have been extensively researched, but there has been no examination of appropriate redundancy factors for large data loss patterns such as those of broadcastquality video data. Therefore, it is necessary to clarify some guidelines for implementing the error correction/concealment code in the transmitter and receiver to correct/conceal the block noises in the played-back A burst error is a typical bit error that occurs in some of the transmitted data through the network path, where a number of bits in sequence are erroneously inverted in value. Because burst errors cover several bytes, the added error correction function cannot correct all the incorrect bits at the receiver. Interleaving is used to improve burst error correction. The goal of interleaving is to take adjacent data and spread them out in time so that a noise burst does not destroy adjacent data. It effectively changes burst errors into random errors. For burst errors, the error correction performance is evaluated in terms of the burst length that can be corrected.
The ability to correct /detect errors using an error code depends on the minimum length of the code. If the error codes are distributed and the minimum error code length is large, the error correction/detection performance is higher.
2 Mapping a video frame to ATM cells
In the ATM network, when one cell is lost, the CPCS-PDU (Common Part Convergence Sublayer Protocol Data Unit) containing it is lost because of the CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) error. As a result, a UDP/IP or Ethernet packet is lost, so part of a video frame is lost. In our developed video transmitter, the SMPTE 314M-DIF(Digital Interface) video frame, which has a frame size of 240 kbytes, is divided into 240 transmission data units.
UDP/IP and Ethernet headers are added to each of the transmission data units. The Ethernet frames are mapped to CPCS-PDUs. One CPCS-PDU is divided into about twenty ATM cells. Therefore, one SMPTE314M-DIF video frame is divided into 240 CPCS-PDUs. In addition, it is divided into about 5000 ATM cells. When the interval between single cell losses is longer than five thousand cells, CPCS-PDUs that include cell loss are lost because of the CRC error, and block noise appears in each picture.
If the consecutive cell loss occurs in 5000 or more cells, the picture essentially disappears, though block noises are caused until the next picture. When cell losses occur continuously for about 100 cells, block noises are caused in one picture, though five CPCS-PDUs are lost. For block noise to affect the next picture, consecutive 100-cell losses must occur with an interval of about 4900 cells. Block noises are caused in several pictures at random if the cell loss interval is long and the loss of CPCSPDUs occurs over several video frames. In these cases, the block noises in the played-back video caused by the cell losses typically result in error propagation until the next video slice.
One of the most important features of digital signals is their ability to judiciously add redundancies that allow error detection/correction. However, when a video frame is divided into several thousand cells and they are transmitted, it is not clear that the burst of errors continues even if the block noises in the played-back video exceed the video frames. To improve broadcast-quality video by an error concealment/correction function, it is necessary to clarify the relationship between the network data loss patterns that occur in the network path and the application block noise data loss in the playedback video, as shown in Fig.1. 
3 Definition of losses on the played-back video & loss window size
As explained in section 2-2, the occurrence of block noises in played-back video strongly and intricately depends on the cell loss pattern. Because it is difficult to determine the cell loss pattern in an actual network, we use the concept of loss window size for evaluating video In this transmission system, the application data Ak is copied as redundancy into three packets of Pk, Pk+1, and Pk+2, and is transmitted. When any of these packets arrives, the receiver can recover application data, Ak. Therefore, in this transmission system, only when three successive packet losses occur can these losses become a data loss at the application level, and the loss rate is shown as N = 3. In this paper, the burst characteristic of the video quality deterioration is quantitatively visualized by using a loss window that considers each video frame to be application data. PSNR, which is widely used as a video quality evaluation, is used as a quality indicator. However, in this paper, the video quality is not expressed by two conditions like a presence of loss but is expressed by three conditions. The details are described in chapter 4.
4 Markov Model
We assume that the Markov model drifts between a non-noise condition and a noise condition in the playedback video according to block noises. Fig.2 shows the random loss model that assumes the block noises in played-back video are caused by the network data losses occurring at random.
In the random loss model, So is an initial probability without noises, Si is an initial probability with noises, a is the transition probability from a noisy condition to a non-noisy condition, and b is a transition probability from the non-noisy condition to a noisy condition. Si is given as Because each transition probability is mutually independent, the second transition probability Si from noise to noise is given as Thereafter, in the random loss model, the transition probability is similarly mutually independent. In the firstorder Markov model, So is the initial probability without noises, Si is the initial probability with noises, a is the transition probability from a noisy condition to a non-noisy condition, b is the transition probability from a non-noisy condition to a noisy condition. The state probability when the noise is generated continuously two times is Su. Burst average length A is given by 3. Experimental Systems
Unisync system
The purpose of developing the Unisync system is to make a broadcast-quality video platform by combining a globally synchronized video reference signal using narrowband synchronous media (e.g., ISDN) and packetized video data over asynchronous networks.
The frame synchronization signal of narrowband synchronous media is used as the frequency reference. The accurate and stable video signal time base is not deteriorated by the packet delay jitter of asynchronous networks. 3. 2 SMPTE-314M format video transmission system The SMPTE-314M standard defines the DV-based data structure for the interface of digital audio, subcode data, and compressed video. DV-based compression enables the video sequence to be effectively switched and edited at each video frame. The video data rate is 25 Mb/s for the 4:1:1 image sampling structure, and 50 Mb/s for the 4:2:2 image sampling structure. The 25 Mb/s structure is used in this experiment. As an example, video processing by the 4:1:1 25Mb/s compressed video 525/60 system is explained. A single video frame of 25 Mb/s compressed data for the 525/60 system consists of a 10 DIF sequence. The DIF sequence is 12 kbytes. Each DIF sequence, which includes an audio section (9 DIF blocks), and a video section (135 DIF blocks) and others (6 DIF blocks), consists of 150 DIF blocks. A DIF block is 80 bytes. One video frame consists of 1,350 macro blocks. Each macro block consists of 6 DCT blocks. The macro blocks are compressed by use of the DCT and VLC techniques. The compressed macro blocks are mapped to one DIF block.
The influence of data losses on the SMPTE-314M
played-backed video is described as follows. We developed an SMPTE-314M format video transmitter and receiver for IP networks1). In our system, a 120,000-byte video frame (25 Mb/s data) is divided into a 1,000-byte PDU. Each PDU is transmitted by using the IP protocol. To control the occurrence of the block noise caused by data loss, the loss is concealed by substituting previous compressed data stored in the receiving buffer. The receiver has a lost packet counter that indicates the occurrence of packet loss. Because the SMPTE-314M video compression technique adopts the intraframe compression method, the data losses do not affect the following played-back video frame. The interframe compression method as in MPEG2 is made of a GOP (Group of Pictures) of data frames encoding pictures, the data losses affect several of the following frames forming the GOP. The ATM-Ethernet switches simply map an Ethernet frame one-to-one to a CPCS-PDU. If a cell loss occurs, an Ethernet frame that was mapped to the CPCS-PDU is lost. If one Ethernet frame is lost, the following 13 DIF blocks are lost. When macro blocks mapped to the successive DIF blocks of the video section are lost, the lost parts appear as block noise in the played-back video.
For the concealment technique, if motion-free video is transmitted, the block noise disappears on played-back video. When a video with a lot of moving parts in the scenes is transmitted with gaps in the images, which are caused between the lost data and the previous buffered data, the lost data part is recognized as block noise. The Mobile & Calendar image, which is the ITU-R standard and has a lot of moving parts in the entire picture, was selected for the test sequence in the evaluation.
3. 3 Japan Gigabit Network ATM-Ethernet switches were used to connect the Japan Gigabit Network. We measured the quality degradation of the reproduction generated by cell loss using the developed Unisync system and SMPTE-314M format video transmitter and receiver for the Japan Gigabit Network (JGN). The Telecommunications Advancement Organization (TAO), an authorized corporate body of the Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs, Posts and Telecommunications, has developed the Japan Gigabit Network to conduct research and development of high-speed networking and highperformance application technologies such as the Next Generation Internet technology. The JGN has been easily accessible to both public and private entities for five fiscal years from 1999 to 2003, providing a wide range of research opportunities.
To promote research and development this year, empty ports of ATM switches were connected to each other, and long-distance transmission links of the world's biggest class were constructed on the JGN as a single test bed. The JGN link is based on bandwidth sharing, so cell losses occurred in the path as a result of collision with other traffic.
Experimental Results
We considered three experimental network conditions: the block noise in the played-back video occurred (1) once in several seconds, (2) once within a second, and (3) almost continuously. As reported in 1), condition 1 is a possible range within which to recover data loss using the ECC technique based on parity code from block noise in the played-back video by converting network losses to noise free video. Condition 2 may not always recover from block noises in the play-backed video by converting network losses to noise-free video using only the ECC technique. In condition 3, the effect of the ECC technique is not achieved at all.
4.1 Results for Condition 1 (the block noises occurred once in several seconds) A time transition of PSNR drift caused by block noise in condition 1 is shown in Fig.4 ures. The plots of (x, y) = (m, 60) indicate the condition change from the noisy field to the non-noisy field. Those of (x, y) (60, m) indicate the change from the non-field to the noisy field. The phase portrait of noisy field 1 (n 1) is shown in Fig.6(a) . The solid dots that fall outside the diagonal line in the diagram identify the high correlation of noisy fields using the PSNRs. The phase portrait of noisy field 2 (n = 2), derived from the measured PSNRs, is shown in Fig.6(b) . There are no dots in the diagonal line in the diagram. This shows that the correlation of noisy fields with network data losses was lost after n > 2.
4. 2 Results for Condition 2 (the block noises occurred once within a second) A time transition of PSNR drift caused by block noise in condition 2 is shown in Fig.7 . Using this distribution and applying the calculation method of loss window size, we obtained Fig.8 . In this figure, if the successive block noises occur with a random loss pattern, the relationship between loss window size and loss rate is shown by the plot of black squares connected by a dotted line. The gradient of this dotted line is greater than the gradient of the solid line obtained from the measurement. This indicates that the successive block noise did not occur at random, but occurred with some correlation to each other. We also used this distribution in Fig.9 to verify n successive noisy fields. The phase portrait of noisy field X versus noisy field X-n, derived from the measured PSNRs, is shown in Fig.9 . The phase portrait of noisy field 1 (n 1) is shown in Fig.9(a) . The solid dots that fall outside the diagonal line in the diagram indicate the high correlation of noisy fields from the PSNRs. The phase portraits of noisy fields 2, 3, and 4 (n = 2, 3, and 4, respectively), derived from the measured PSNRs, are shown in Fig.9(b) -(d) . The dots along the diagonal line of the diagram indicate the considerably high correlation of noisy fields with continuity. This shows that the correlation of noisy fields was not lost up to n = 4.
We calculated the relationship between observation field interval and loss rate using the Markov model. The results are shown in Fig.10 . The calculated values are as follows: the initial probability without the noise: SO = 93.9 [%], the initial probability with the noise: S1 = 6.1 rob the second transition probability by random model: S11 = 0.037 [%], the second transition probability by first-order Markov model: S11 = 3.1
[%], the transition probability from a noisy condition to a non-noisy condition: a = 0.0257, the transition probability from a non-noisy condition to a noisy condition: b = 0.393, and the burst average length A = 2.56. As one can see from the figure, the results were obtained by approximating not to the random model but to the first-order Markov model.
Results for Condition 3 (the block noises occurred almost continuously)
The time transition of PSNR drift caused by block noise in condition 3 is shown in Fig.11 . In this condition, the played-back video essentially disappears because the strength of the block noise exceeds a threshold. Using this distribution and applying the calcula- line is greater than the gradient of the solid line obtained from the measurement. This indicates that the successive block noises did not occur at random, but occurred with some correlation to each other. We also used this distribution in Fig.13 to verify n successive noisy fields. The phase portrait of noisy field X-n against noisy field X, derived from the measured PSNRs is shown in Fig.13 . The phase portrait of noisy fields 1, 2, 3, and 4 (n = 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively) is shown in Fig.13(a)-(d) . The overcrowded dots in the diagonal line of the diagram indicate the very high correlation of noisy fields with similar N values. This shows that the correlation of noisy fields was not lost up to n = 4.
We calculated the relationship between observation field interval and loss rate using the Markov model. The results are shown in Fig.14. The calculated values are as follows: the initial probability without the noise: SO = 68.8 [%] (826/1200), the initial probability with the noises: S1 = 31.1 [%] (374/1200), the second transition probability calculated by random model: 511 = 9.67 [%], the second transition probability by first-order Markov model: 511 = 2.63 [%] (315/1199), the transition probability from a noisy condition to a non-noisy condition: a = 0.071, the transition probability from a non-noisy condition to a noisy condition b = 0.157, and the burst average length A = 6.37. As one can see from the figure, the results of measurement agree closely with the result calculated using the first-order Markov model.
Discussion
The relationship between noisy field X and noisy field X-1 had a high correlation in each of the three conditions, as shown in Fig.6(a), 7(a), and 13(a) .
A single video frame consists of two interlaced fields. The video stream is transmitted at a rate of 30 frames per second. With interlaced scanning, half of the scan lines are displayed in one field and the other half in the other field at a rate of 60 fields per second. When a single video frame that contains network packet losses is played back, the block noises are rendered in both the odd-and even-numbered interlaced fields. Therefore, noisy fields X and X-1 have a high correlation.
In condition 1, we can see from Fig.5(b) that the correlation of noisy fields X and X-2 is lost. This is also recognized in Fig.6 from the lack of dots in the diagonal line. Noisy field X-2 is the odd-numbered interlaced field of the following video frame. This indicates that the relationship between a video frame that includes network data losses and the following video frame has no correlation with network data losses. Thus, we conjecture that the video frames transmitted through the network experience network data losses at random when block noises are seen once in several seconds. On the other hand, we can see that the block noises affect up to four following fields, as shown in Fig.9(d)  and 13(d) . The noisy field X-4 is the odd-numbered interlaced field of the next odd numbered video frame. This indicates that the network data losses continue for two video frames.
In condition 2, the burst average length, A, is long (2.56), though the loss rate S1 is low (6.1%). Block noises in the played-back video occurred in a considerably strong burst. In this case, we conjecture that the cell loss interval was short and CPCS-PDUs in one video frame were lost and several block noises appeared in one picture. In condition 3, the burst average length, A, is very long (6.37), and the loss rate Si is very high (31%). In this case, we conjecture that the cell loss interval was very short and CPCS-PDUs were lost almost continuously in one video frame and the block noise in one picture became excessive.
Conclusion
This paper discussed the impact of packet losses on broadcast-quality video transmission over an asynchronous network from played-back video quality. We confirmed that the block noises cause random loss when they appear in played-back video once in several seconds. In this case, we have shown that ECC using the parity bit is effective for rectifying the damage to video quality [1] . However, when the block noises were seen once within a second, the block noises in the playedback video could not be completely removed though they were decreased by ECC. For the burst error in conditions 2 and 3, the error correction ability is evaluated by the burst length that can be corrected.
A most effective error-combating strategy is interleaving. It converts bursty noise into something more like random noise. However, because a video frame takes 29.97 ms per image to transmit, the processing delay increases when interleaving is done over some video frames. Therefore, a more detailed examination of the relationship between burst length and delay is needed, so we intend to implement the interleaving technique in future work.
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